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Success in life

Just as much needed as in our geomatic professional life. 

Just as important as the success of the SDG’s.

Inspired by the FIG Congress in Poland 2022 and motivated by the current President Diana, I want to

motivate everyone to act and successfully achieve their professional and private goals.

Speaking together with Diana stuck in my mind! We talked about intergenerational professional exchange,

about continuing family traditions, about spreading knowledge. Yes, I come from a surveying family and I

grew up in it, and now I work for surveyors and provide them with measurement solutions. It is a very

interesting challenge and brings a lot of respect to my activity.

Treat People With Kindness! this is the motto of this conversation.

The second component to this speech took place during the summary of the FIG Congress in Poland. It was a

very fruitful and successful meeting. And for me, a novice and organizer - an extraordinary distinction and

SUCCESS. And this mix of experiences tempted me to this speech. Well, I have been implementing

measurement technologies for surveyors for over 25 years. In addition, the congress experience made me

realize that I submit development plans with my clients. We plan development. We plan budget years, we

plan investments, and based on this example and my experience, I have a recipe for success, which, as you

can see, I duplicated at the congress. Not alone, of course not alone, but in a team and that makes me a proud

successful surveyor. 



How to take care of our world successfully?

Conquering new frontiers without limits, successfully. This is the job for us. Let's plan to do this and let's

keep our world measured.

Every one of the goals of our meeting in Orlando requires the same thing. It has one common denominator -

SUCCESS!

Everyone individually requires success. The plans we are discussing here and the consistent work to

implement this plan. It seems to be simple, but how many of us experience failures on the way to success?

and this action - failure - is not so bad, it's important to pick yourself up after it or follow the best ones like

KOBE BRYANT says "FAILURE DOESNT EXIST". 
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